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QUESTIONS PRESENTED 

1.  Whether the trial court interpreted RSA 105:13-b correctly 

when it concluded that the statute does not require confidentiality for 

exculpatory evidence taken from a law enforcement officer’s personnel file 

once the police personnel file materials are disclosed to a defendant as 

required by Brady v. Maryland, State v. Laurie, and RSA 105:13-b, I. 

2. Whether the superior sustainably exercised its discretion in 

denying a motion for a protective order for discovery that the State was 

obligated to provide to the defense where no court rule requires that the 

material be protected.  

3.  Whether the proposed protective orders violate the First 

Amendment to the United States Constitution or Part I, Article 22 of the 

New Hampshire Constitution. 

STATEMENT OF FACTS AND OF THE CASE 

 This petition arises from three criminal cases in Merrimack County 

Superior Court in which the trial court denied motions for protective orders 

for exculpatory evidence from police officers’ personnel files that the State 

was constitutionally obligated to produce to defendants under Brady v. 

Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963) and State v. Laurie, 139 N.H. 325 (1995). 

The proposed protective orders in question would have prohibited 

Respondents and their counsel—but not the State—“from sharing or further 

disseminating these confidential documents and the confidential 

information contained therein with anyone other than Defense Counsel’s 

staff and the Defendant.” State Add. 53; 63; 66; 77. 

I. Mr. Hallock-Saucier’s Case 

Mr. Hallock-Saucier was arrested on or about February 3, 2020, and 

was released on personal recognizance bail on that same day. See State 
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App. 54.1 Complaints were filed on February 10, 2020, and the next day he 

waived arraignment and pleaded not guilty. Id. 54-55.  On March 5, 2021—

over a year after his case had been pending—the State filed an assented-to 

Motion for a Protective Order indicating that it had discovered potentially 

exculpatory evidence from a police officer’s personnel file, and a Motion to 

Seal Motion for a Protective Order. State Add. 75. The State’s motion did 

not explain why the State waited over a year (well past the deadline in the 

court rules) before seeking the protective order and producing the 

discovery. The trial court denied both motions in a narrative order issued in 

all three cases on March 18, 2021 (“the Combined Order”).2  State Add. 86.   

On March 22, 2021, the State filed an emergency motion for a stay 

pending appeal, requesting that all proceedings be stayed and that several 

pleadings be sealed pending appeal. State App. 45. Mr. Hallock-Saucier 

objected and asserted his speedy trial rights. State App. 48-53. (“the 

Defendant’s rights to a speedy trial are implicated”). On March 29, 2021, 

the State filed a motion for reconsideration, which was subsequently 

denied.  State Add. 78. On March 31, 2021, jury selection was cancelled 

due to this appeal. State App. 58. Nearly 15 months after his original arrest, 

Mr. Hallock-Saucier still has not received the exculpatory evidence to 

which he is constitutionally entitled.   

                                              
1 References to the record are as follows: 
State App. __ refers to the State’s Appendix. 
State Add. __ refers to the Addendum to the State’s Brief. 
Resp. Add.__ refers to the Addendum to this brief. 
2 Mr. Hallock-Saucier had filed a motion in limine for permission to 
examine an officer about alleged misconduct. The State filed a response, 
and the trial court deferred ruling until jury selection. The Combined Order 
also denied the State’s motion to seal the response to the motion in limine. 
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II. Mr. Fuchs’ Case 

Mr. Fuchs was charged by complaint on June 18, 2019. State App. 

12. On June 20, 2019, he waived his arraignment and pleaded not guilty. 

State App. 13. He was indicted on August 15, 2019. State App. 12. Trial 

was twice scheduled and cancelled, in January 20203 and April 2020. State 

App. 13-14. On February 24, 2021—over a year and a half after Mr. Fuchs 

was first charged (and after trial had twice been scheduled and 

cancelled)—the State filed an assented-to Motion for a Protective Order of 

Discovery Materials, noting that it had obtained potentially exculpatory 

evidence in a police officer’s personnel file. State Add. 51. That motion, 

which did not explain why it was filed after the case had been pending for 

over a year and a half (and after the deadline established by the rules), was 

denied without prejudice in a margin order which noted that personnel 

records are presumptively public records under RSA 91-A:4. Id. On March 

10, 2021, the State moved to reconsider the denial of its motion for a 

protective order and moved to seal its motion for reconsideration. Both 

motions were denied by the Combined Order. State Add. 86.  

On March 22, 2021, the State filed an Emergency Motion to Stay 

Proceedings to Allow State’s Appeal of Trial Court Ruling, which was 

granted in part on April 1. State App. 6. Over 22 months after his original 

arrest, Mr. Fuchs still has not received the exculpatory evidence to which 

he is constitutionally entitled. 

III. Mr. Johnson’s Case 

Mr. Johnson was charged with several crimes by complaint on 

October 15, 2020 and pleaded not guilty and waived arraignment that same 

day. State App. 30-31. On February 25, 2021, the State filed two assented-

                                              
3 The first trial was cancelled when Mr. Fuchs did not appear for the pretrial 
conference. 
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to Motions for a Protective Order of Discovery Materials, noting that it had 

obtained potentially exculpatory evidence in two police officers’ personnel 

files. State Add. 61-62; 54-65. Both motions were denied. On March 4, 

2021, the State filed a motion to reconsider the denial of its motions for 

protective order. State Add. App. 67. This motion denied by the Combined 

Order.  

On April 19, Mr. Johnson filed a Notice to Clarify Position on 

Protective Orders and Withdraw Assent (the prosecutor then moved to 

strike that pleading, and the motion to strike remains pending). State App. 

23; 25. Over six months after he was charged, Mr. Johnson still has not 

received the exculpatory evidence to which he is constitutionally entitled. 

IV. The Combined Order 

The trial court issued a Combined Order addressing motions filed in 

the three cases discussed above. The order denied a motion for 

reconsideration and motions to seal in Mr. Johnson’s and Mr. Fuchs’ cases, 

a motion for protective order, a motion to seal that motion, and a motion to 

seal a response in limine in the third case. State Add.86-96. The trial court 

observed the following:  

The State asks the court for two things: First, the State seeks 
protective orders that would prohibit defense counsel from 
sharing the information. Second, the State seeks to seal all 
reference in the court file to (1) the fact that such discovery is 
being provided, (b) the issuance of a protective order, and (c) 
all litigation in the matter. Essentially, the State wishes to have 
the defense gagged and the existence of the gag order kept 
secret. 
 

Combined Order, p. 2. The trial court further observed that the State did not 

describe anywhere the substance of the potentially exculpatory evidence. 

Id. 

The trial court continued that, while it plainly has the authority to 

issue protective orders, it only does so “to, inter alia, prevent an invasion of 
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privacy or safeguard a well-grounded expectation of privacy,” but “would 

not ordinarily issue a protective order that gags the parties and counsel from 

sharing what is otherwise available to the general public on demand.” Id., 

pp. 3-4. 

The trial court next observed that, historically, all police department 

records of internal personnel practices were categorically exempt from the 

Right-to-Know law under Union Leader Corp. v. Fenniman, 136 N.H. 624 

(1993). However, following this Court’s decisions last year in Union 

Leader Corp. v. Town of Salem, 173 N.H. 345 (2020) and Seacoast 

Newspapers, Inc. v. City of Portsmouth, 173 N.H. 325 (2020), Fenniman’s 

categorical bar on producing such information was replaced with a public 

interest balancing test, wherein a court must make a fact-specific inquiry 

that balances the public interest in disclosure against any privacy interests 

in nondisclosure. See Combined Order, p. 5. In light of that development, 

the trial court held the following: “It is one thing to ask for a case-specific 

protective order on the grounds that re-disclosure would result in an 

invasion of privacy. But a knee-jerk protective order based on the 

provenance rather than the substance of the discovery is unwarranted and 

could amount to a prior restraint on lawful speech.” Id., p. 6.  

The trial court next analyzed the State’s arguments under RSA 

105:13-b. Examining the text of section I of the statute, the court observed 

that the statute does not make exculpatory evidence confidential, creates no 

privilege, and has no provision for protective orders. Id. The trial court then 

recounted the strong public interest in seeing how police departments 

operate and investigate and discipline their own, and held that, “[s]peaking 

generally, an officer who has been found to have committed such acts has a 

limited cognizable interest in keeping that fact secret from the public he 

serves.” Id., p. 7. The trial court then invited the State to present a fact-
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specific case that public disclosure would result in an invasion of privacy, 

but noted that “the court will not issue gag orders in blank.” Id., p. 8.  

 The State did not accept this invitation and instead filed a Rule 11 

Petition for Original Jurisdiction. In its Response to Respondents’ Motion 

for Summary Dismissal or, in the alternative Summary Affirmance, the 

State abandoned its challenge to the trial court’s orders on the motions to 

seal. 

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

This case concerns the statutory interpretation of RSA 105:13-b, as 

well as the broader question of whether the State can condition its 

constitutional duty to provide exculpatory information on a defendant being 

required to keep this information secret.  Such a condition is not only 

constitutionally impermissible, but also it is not mandated by the express 

terms of RSA 105:13-b.  In this case, the trial appropriately exercised its 

discretion to reject such a condition.    

The State is obligated to turn over exculpatory evidence in its 

possession to a criminal defendant. This obligation exists for all evidence, 

including evidence that tends to impugn the credibility of a police officer 

who may be a testifying witness.  After all, police officers are professional 

witnesses whose testimony are especially likely to be viewed as credible by 

a jury. In each case below, the State identified exculpatory evidence in the 

files of police officers who may be witnesses. Rather than turning over that 

evidence outright to the Respondents below, the State sought entry of 

protective orders that would gag the Respondents and their counsel from 

discussing the evidence. The State has brought this petition for original 

jurisdiction challenging the trial court’s denial of one-sided protective 

orders that would prohibit defendants and their counsel (but not the State) 

from disseminating exculpatory evidence found in police officers’ 

personnel files which the State is constitutionally required to produce. 
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In a thoughtful and well-reasoned opinion, the trial court observed 

that nothing in the statute requires that this information be kept 

confidential, and that, because these are documents which would likely be 

available to the public anyways, there was no reason for the trial court to 

exercise its discretion to issue the order in question. The trial court also 

implicitly observed that the proposed protective orders would impact 

Respondents’ First Amendment and Part I, Article 22 rights. As a result, the 

trial court declined to issue the requested protective orders. 

 The State argues that a court, when presented with an assented-to 

request for a protective order limiting disclosure of documents produced in 

discovery, must issue that order. As discussed below, the State is wrong. 

 First, the trial court’s decisions are subject to significant deference. 

In a Rule 11 petition such as this, this Court exercises its review rarely, and 

only when a trial court has so exceeded its authority that this Court must 

exercise its original jurisdiction to prevent substantial injustice. Moreover, 

a trial court’s discretion is at its zenith when managing its docket and 

discovery.  

 Second, nothing in the text of RSA 105:13-b, which governs the 

process by which a prosecutor turns over to the defense exculpatory or 

potentially exculpatory evidence in a police officer’s file, requires 

confidentiality of exculpatory evidence. Indeed, the text of the statute is 

clear that only the remainder of a police officer’s personnel file—that 

which is not produced to the defense—is to remain confidential in the 

criminal case. Nor does the statute require this evidence to be produced 

subject to a protective order gagging the defense.  If there is any further 

doubt, it is eliminated by former Attorney General Joseph Foster’s 

admission in his March 21, 2017 memorandum concerning the Exculpatory 

Evidence Schedule (“EES”) that RSA 105:13-b “makes an exception to the 

otherwise confidential nature of police personnel files for direct disclosure 
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to the defense of exculpatory information in a criminal case.”  State App. 

204.  New Hampshire Rule of Criminal Procedure 12(b)(1)(E) similarly 

imposes no confidentiality requirement, instead requiring the State to 

produce “[a]ll exculpatory evidence required to be disclosed pursuant to the 

doctrine of” Brady and Laurie “within forty-five calendar days after the 

entry of a not guilty plea.”  The Rules of Professional Conduct governing 

prosecutors also require disclosure of exculpatory information without such 

a condition.  See N.H. R. Prof. Resp. 3.8(d).  As RSA 105:13-b does not 

require the issuance of a protective order, this ends the matter and this 

Court need not go any further or address whether principles under RSA ch. 

91-A apply.   

 Third, it is within the trial court’s discretion to grant a protective 

order under the standard established by court rule. The trial court 

appropriately considered by analogy whether the evidence in question 

would be available to public inspection under the Right-to-Know law. 

While criminal discovery is not governed by this statute, the trial court is 

within its discretion to use RSA ch. 91-A as a relevant factor to consider in 

determining whether to exercise its discretion in granting a protective order. 

The trial court correctly concluded that the documents in question would be 

available for inspection under that statute. Under the three-part public-

interest balancing test appropriate for personnel or other files whose 

disclosure would constitute an invasion of privacy, a court considers the 

public interest in disclosure, any interests in privacy, and places a thumb on 

the scales in favor of disclosure. The trial court correctly concluded that the 

public interest in disclosure of exculpatory evidence found in police files is 

high. It further gave the State an opportunity to present any particularized 

evidence of privacy, but the State chose not to present any such evidence. 

 Fourth, the issuance of the protective order under the circumstances 

presented in these three cases is unconstitutional under the First 
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Amendment to the United States Constitution and Part I, Article 22 of the 

New Hampshire Constitution. As a prior restraint on speech in the context 

of materials produced in discovery, the State has not met its burden of 

“good cause” to gag the defense. Moreover, because the proposed 

protective orders gag only the defense and not the State, they constitute 

unconstitutional viewpoint and speaker discrimination. 

ARGUMENT 

 Both the United State Constitution and the New Hampshire 

Constitution require that a prosecutor must provide to a criminal defendant 

all the exculpatory evidence in the State’s possession. See Brady v. 

Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963); State v. Laurie, 139 N.H. 325 (1995); see 

also United States v. Bagley, 473 U.S. 667, 683 (1985) (“Favorable 

evidence includes that which is admissible, likely to lead to the discovery 

of admissible evidence, or otherwise relevant to the preparation or 

presentation of the defense.”).  In the three cases below, and before this 

Court on appeal, the State seeks to condition the production of 

constitutionally-required, exculpatory evidence related to the credibility of 

police officers on the entry of protective orders that would shield the 

evidence from the public and prohibit defense counsel from discussing the 

contents of the production with anyone other than counsels’ staff and the 

defendant. In each case, the State filed a motion for a protective order. The 

trial court correctly determined that there is no statutory requirement under 

RSA 105:13-b that the exculpatory information be so restricted.  Further, 

the trial court, by analogy, determined that, since this evidence is likely a 

public record under the Right-to-Know Law, there was no basis for it to 

exercise its wide discretion to enter the protective order the State requested. 
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I. The Trial Court’s Decisions Are Subject To Significant 
Deference 
 

In this posture—a Rule 11 Petition from a discovery dispute—this 

Court applies deferential review. “Certiorari is an extraordinary remedy that 

is not granted as a matter of right, but rather at the discretion of the court.” 

Petition of State of N.H., 162 N.H. 64, 66 (2011). This Court “exercise[s] 

[its] power to grant the writ sparingly and only where to do otherwise 

would result in substantial injustice.” Id. “Certiorari review is limited to 

whether the trial court acted illegally with respect to jurisdiction, authority 

or observance of the law, or unsustainably exercised its discretion or acted 

arbitrarily, unreasonably, or capriciously.” Id. Rule 11(1) lists some of the 

reasons why this Court will exercise original jurisdiction: “When a trial 

court or administrative agency has decided a question of substance not 

theretofore determined by this court; or has decided it in a way probably 

not in accord with applicable decisions of this court; or has so far departed 

from the accepted or usual course of judicial or administrative agency 

proceedings as to call for an exercise of this court’s power of supervision.”  

Moreover, in managing discovery, the trial court’s discretion is at its 

zenith. “‘The trial court has broad discretion in managing the proceedings 

before it,’ including pretrial discovery.” State v. Larose, 157 N.H. 28, 39 

(2008) quoting In the Matter of Connor & Connor, 156 N.H. 250, 252 

(2007). This Court “will disturb decisions about pre-trial discovery . . . only 

if the [party] demonstrates that the decision was clearly unreasonable to the 

prejudice of [its] case.” Id.; see also State v. Emery, 152 N.H. 783, 789 

(2005) (“Decisions relating to pretrial discovery matters are generally 

within the sound discretion of the trial court . . . Absent unsustainable 

exercise of discretion, we will not reverse the trial court’s decision with 

respect to alleged discovery violations.”). The relevant court rule codifies 

this broad discretion. See N.H. R. Crim. Pro. 12(b)(8) (“Upon a sufficient 
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showing of good cause, the court may at any time order that discovery 

required hereunder be denied, restricted, or deferred, or make such order as 

is appropriate.”) (emphasis added); cf. N.H. R. Crim. Pro. 50(d)(2) (“An 

agreement of the parties that a document is confidential or contains 

confidential information is not a sufficient basis alone to seal the record.”). 

In this case, the trial court correctly determined that RSA 105:13-b 

does not require confidentiality or that a protective order be issued for 

“[e]xculpatory evidence in a police personnel life.” It then, by analogy, 

ruled that because the evidence would likely be a public record subject to 

inspection under RSA ch. 91-A, there was no cause to issue a protective 

order. As RSA 105:13-b does not require the issuance of a protective order 

in these cases, this ends the matter.    

To be clear, Respondents are not arguing that the standard for 

issuing a protective order is governed by the Right-to-Know Law. Rather, 

the standard is contained in Rule 12(b)(8) of Criminal Procedure which 

states “the court may at any time order that discovery required here under 

be denied, restricted, or deferred, or make such other order as is 

appropriate.” (emphasis added). But the trial court was within its ample 

discretion to consider the public’s ability to inspect these records when 

ruling that there was no cause to issue a protective order.  

II. RSA 105:13-B Does Not Create Confidentiality For The 
Portions Of A Police Officer’s File Which Are Disclosed 
As Exculpatory Evidence To A Defendant 
 

The State argues that materials taken directly from a police 

personnel file and disclosed to a defendant as required by Brady/Laurie and 

RSA 105:13-b, I remain confidential unless, presumably, a judge 
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determines that the evidence may be presented to a jury.4  The State is 

incorrect and ignores the plain language of RSA 105:13-b.  Here, the trial 

court was correct in concluding that nothing in RSA 105:13-b “suggests 

that such exculpatory evidence, once disclosed, must be kept confidential.”  

Combined Order, p.6. 

This analysis begins and ends with the text of the statute – text that 

is plain and straightforward.  See State v. Brouillette, 166 N.H. 487, 490 

(2014) (“We first examine the language of the statute and ascribe the plain 

and ordinary meanings to the words used.”). The court “construe[s] all parts 

of a statute together to effectuate its overall purpose and avoid an absurd or 

unjust result.” Casey v. N.H. Secy. Of State, 173 N.H. 266, 271 (2020). The 

court “do[es] not consider words and phrases in isolation, but rather within 

the context of the statute as a whole.” Id. at 271-72.   

Here, RSA 105:13-b, I clearly states that “[e]xculpatory evidence in 

a police personnel file of a police officer who is serving as a witness in any 

criminal case shall be disclosed to the defendant.”  RSA 105:13-b, I 

(emphasis added).  Similarly, RSA 105:13-b, III states, in part, the 

following: “…. Only those portions of the file which the judge determines 

to be relevant in the case shall be released [to the defendant] to be used as 

evidence in accordance with all applicable rules regarding evidence in 

criminal cases.  The remainder of the file shall be treated as confidential 

                                              
4 The State argues that suggests that the trial court based its decision on its 
own policy views. State’s Brief, p. 42. But it is the State, not the trial court, 
which is attempting to rewrite RSA 105:13-b and impose its own policy 
goals of giving the police special secrecy protections that the legislature 
never contemplated through this statute.   If the State disagrees with the 
law, then it is up to the State to make its case before the legislature rather 
than unilaterally impose its own policy preference that is inconsistent with 
RSA 105:13-b’s plain terms.  In the meantime, this Court should not second 
guess the legislature’s rational behind RSA 105:13-b’s plain terms. 
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and shall be returned to the police department employing the officer.”  

RSA 105:13-b, III (emphasis added).  As this language makes clear, 

exculpatory evidence in an officer’s personnel file that is “relevant in the 

case” “shall be disclosed to the defendant” and is therefore not 

confidential.5  Disclosure is required without conditions.  Only the non-

exculpatory “remainder of the file shall be treated as confidential” in the 

criminal case.  RSA 105:13-b, III.   

This interpretation is further confirmed by former Attorney General 

Joseph Foster’s admission in his March 21, 2017 memorandum concerning 

the Exculpatory Evidence Schedule—a memorandum that is still in effect 

subject to an update in 2018—that RSA 105:13-b, since its amendment in 

2012, “makes an exception to the otherwise confidential nature of police 

personnel files for direct disclosure to the defense of exculpatory 

information in a criminal case.”  State Add. 204.  The memorandum adds 

that “[t]he current version of RSA 105:13-b exempts exculpatory evidence 

from the confidential status of police personnel files.”  State Add. 210. 

As Attorney General Foster acknowledged in his 2017 

memorandum, this interpretation is also consistent with the broader purpose 

of RSA 105:13-b to ensure that defendants obtain access to exculpatory 

information.  RSA 105:13-b was amended in 2012 with the explicit 

intention of making it easier for criminal defendants to obtain these records, 

stating that these records “shall be disclosed to the defendant.”  RSA 

105:13-b, I (emphasis added).  Indeed, the legislator who added the 2012 

                                              
5 As the trial court recognized, while the prosecutor below described the 
records as “potentially exculpatory” rather than “exculpatory,” the 
prosecutor also explained that the material should be provided directly to 
the defense, as contemplated by paragraph I of RSA 105:13-b, rather than 
submitted to the court for in camera review (which is the process laid out in 
paragraph II for when the prosecutor cannot determine if material is 
exculpatory). Combined Order, pp. 6-7. 
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amendment to RSA 105:13-b—Representative Brandon Giuda—informed 

the Union Leader in a 2012 article that “he made changes to RSA 105:13-b 

because he passionately believes people accused of crimes should be 

informed if police personnel records contain information that could hurt an 

officer’s credibility as a witness.”  He added that, if these disclosures are 

not made, the State will now “be in violation of state law.”6  Further, prior 

to the 2012 amendment, RSA 105:13-b stated, in part: 

No personnel file on a police officer who is serving as a witness 
or prosecutor in a criminal case shall be opened for the 
purposes of that criminal case, unless the sitting judge makes a 
specific ruling that probable cause exists to believe that the file 
contains evidence relevant to that criminal case.  If the judge 
rules that probable cause exists, the judge shall order the police 
department employing the officer to deliver the file to the 
judge.  The judge shall examine the file in camera and make a 
determination whether it contains evidence relevant to the 
criminal case ….  
 

RSA 105:13-b (Supp. 1993) available at 

http://www.gencourt.state.nh.us/legislation/1992/HB1359.html see also 

State v. Ainsworth, 151 N.H. 691, 694 (2005)7.  The above cited provision 

of the statute generally remains in the amended RSA 105:13-b at Paragraph 

III, though the first sentence was materially changed in the 2012 

amendment as follows: “No personnel file of a police officer who is serving 

                                              
6 See Nancy West, “Law Intended to Keep Discredited Police From 
Testifying Draws Fire,” Union Leader (Nov. 11, 2012), 
https://www.unionleader.com/news/crime/law-intended-to-keep-
discredited-police-from-testifying-draws-re/article_971edcf0-11d0-5430-
8a17-55574bb3f21c.html.  
7 Moreover, as the 1992 legislative history of RSA 105:13-b demonstrates, 
the statute was not drafted to categorically deem police personnel files 
confidential, but rather to prevent defense attorneys from engaging in 
unbridled fishing expeditions for non-exculpatory information to which 
they were not entitled in the criminal case. Resp. Add. 103-146. 
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as a witness or prosecutor in a criminal case shall be opened for the 

purposes of obtaining or reviewing non-exculpatory evidence in that 

criminal case, unless the sitting judge makes a specific ruling that probable 

cause exists to believe that the file contains evidence relevant to that 

criminal case.”  RSA 105:13-b, III (emphasis added).   

By and through this amendment, the legislature made clear that, at 

most, it only intended to deem as confidential in the criminal case “non-

exculpatory” information in a police officer’s personnel file, not the 

“exculpatory” information given to defendants.  Indeed, nothing in the 

statute indicates that the exculpatory evidence produced to a defendant 

must be held as confidential or otherwise protected from further disclosure 

or dissemination.  To the contrary, the statute mandates disclosure of 

exculpatory information without conditions and protects only the 

undisclosed remainder of the file in the criminal case.8  

In its analysis, the State omits the critical word “remainder,” which 

makes clear that the only portions of the officer’s personnel file that are 

confidential in the context of the criminal case are the remaining portions 

of the file that were not disclosed to the defendant and that were ultimately 

returned to the police department.  Further, the statute’s explicit mention of 

confidentiality as to those “remaining” portions of the file that are not 

exculpatory implies that the portions of the file given to the defendant are 

excluded from such confidentiality.  See Gentry v. Warden, N. N.H. Corr. 

Facility, 163 N.H. 280, 282 (2012) (“The familiar doctrine of expressio 

unius est exclusio alterius (‘the mention of one thing excludes another’) 

persuades us that the trial court’s interpretation of the statute is correct.”).  

                                              
8 Just as these Respondents have had their name and allegations widely 
disseminated despite being innocent until proven guilty, the officers whose 
conduct has placed them on the EES face no worse prejudice from 
dissemination of the exculpatory information from their personnel files.   
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The State argues that Gantert v. Rochester, 168 N.H. 640 (2016) and 

Duchesne v. Hillsborough County Att’y., 167 N.H.  774 (2015) stand for the 

proposition that RSA 105:13-b makes police personnel files “generally 

confidential by statute.” See, e.g., State’s Brief, p. 23. But in each of those 

cases, any discussion of that statute was dicta. See Duschesne, 167 N.H. at 

780 (“We agree with the respondent’s assertion that RSA 105:13-b is not 

directly at issue in this case…”).  

Both Gantert and Duschesne were due process cases brought by 

police officers challenging their placement on the Exculpatory Evidence 

Schedule, then known as the Laurie list. In Duschesne¸ this Court reversed 

the decision of the county attorney to decline to remove the petitioning 

officers from EES after a neutral fact-finder determined that the allegations 

of excessive force were unfounded. 167 N.H. at 784. In Gantert, this Court 

upheld placement on EES after an arbitrator found there was “just cause” to 

discipline an officer but reversed his termination. 168 N.H. at 644. Both 

cases were about the procedural protections afforded officers placed on 

EES, and were not cases about whether exculpatory evidence contained in a 

police officer’s file was confidential. This Court accordingly had no 

occasion to conduct an examination of the text of the statute to determine to 

what extent, if any, RSA 105:13-b provides for confidentiality of 

exculpatory evidence contained in a police personnel file. Cf. Duschesne, 

167 N.H. at 782 (“Consistent with our case law, [RSA 105:13-b, III] 

prohibits the opening of a police personnel file to examine the same for 

non-exculpatory evidence…”) (emphasis added).   

Moreover, both Gantert and Duschesne were decided before this 

Court issued its opinion in Seacoast Newspapers. In that case, the Court 

considered a Right-to-Know request for the decision of an arbitrator who 

had examined the dismissal of Portsmouth Police Officer Aaron Goodwin. 

173 N.H. at 329-30. The trial court determined that the grievance process 
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was “conducted internally and was performed for the benefit of Goodwin 

and his former employer.” Id. at 330. It determined that it was exempt from 

inspection as an internal personnel practice. This Court reversed and held 

that the “internal personnel practice” exemption was too broad because it 

related “to the conduct of a specific employee, [and] it would be the type of 

information preserved in an employee’s personnel file.” Id. at 341. The 

court then remanded to determine “whether the material can be considered 

a ‘personnel file’ or part of a ‘personnel file’” and whether the disclosure 

would constitute an invasion of privacy under the three-part public-interest 

balancing test discussed below in Section III of this brief. Id. The case 

subsequently settled on remand.  

In short, Seacoast Newspapers did not rule that information 

contained in a police officer’s personnel file could never be made public or 

was unconditionally confidential, as the State urges the Court to pronounce. 

Instead, it suggested that, at least in the context of a Right-to-Know request, 

that information is subject to the familiar public interest balancing test, 

even for non-exculpatory information.  

III. The Trial Court Sustainably Exercised Its Discretion in 
Denying The Protective Order Request 
 

The relevant court rule provides the trial court wide discretion in 

determining whether to issue a protective order. See N.H. R. Crim. Pro. 

12(b)(8) (“Upon a sufficient showing of good cause, the court may at any 

time order that discovery required hereunder be denied, restricted, or 

deferred, or make such order as is appropriate.”) (emphasis added).  As 

RSA 105:13-b does not require the entry of a protective order for the 

reasons described in Section II of this brief, the trial court appropriately 

looked to whether and, if so, how these documents would be open to public 

scrutiny.  In doing so, the trial court turned to RSA ch. 91-A and decided 

that the exculpatory evidence from the police personnel files was likely 
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subject to public inspection under RSA ch. 91-A.  This was an appropriate 

consideration for the trial court in determining whether to exercise its 

discretion and issue a protective order. 

New Hampshire’s Right-to-Know Law is designed to create 

transparency with respect to how the government interacts with its citizens. 

Consistent with this principle, courts resolve questions under the Right-to-

Know Law “with a view to providing the utmost information in order to 

best effectuate the statutory and constitutional objective of facilitating 

access to all public documents.” Union Leader Corp. v. N.H. Housing Fin. 

Auth., 142 N.H. 540, 546 (1997) (citation omitted).  Courts therefore 

construe “provisions favoring disclosure broadly, while construing 

exemptions narrowly.”  Goode v. N.H. Office of the Legislative Budget 

Assistant, 148 N.H. 551, 554 (2002) (citation omitted). “[W]hen a public 

entity seeks to avoid disclosure of material under the Right-to-Know Law, 

that entity bears a heavy burden to shift the balance toward nondisclosure.” 

Murray v. N.H. Div. of State Police, 154 N.H. 579, 581 (2006) (emphasis 

added). 

Last year, this Court considered the per se exemption from the 

Right-to-Know Law for “internal personnel practices” announced in Union 

Leader Corp. v. Fenniman, 136 N.H. 624 (1993), and determined that 

because the per se rule is “inconsistent with our historical and current 

interpretation of the exemption under RSA 91-A:5, IV for ‘confidential, 

commercial, or financial information,’” it is “no more than a remnant of 

abandoned doctrine.” Salem, 173 N.H. at 356. On the same day, this Court 

narrowed the set of documents covered by the “internal personnel 

practices” exemption to include “only a narrow set of governmental 

records, namely those pertaining to an agency’s internal rules and practices 

governing operations and employee relations.” Seacoast Newspapers, 173 

N.H. at 329. As a result of these cases, documents related to investigations 
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of allegations of official misconduct are now analyzed as either “personnel” 

or “other files” triggering this public interest balancing framework. See 

Reid v. N.H. Att’y Gen., 169 N.H. 509, 528 (2016) (“[P]ersonnel files are 

not automatically exempt from disclosure,” and explaining that such files 

are subject to the Lambert public interest balancing analysis) (ellipsis and 

quotations omitted).   

Courts engage in a three-step analysis to conduct the public interest 

balancing and determine whether records are exempt from public disclosure 

under RSA 91-A:5, IV.9  See Lambert v. Belknap Cty. Convention¸157 N.H. 

375, 382 (2008).  “First, [courts] evaluate whether there is a privacy interest 

at stake that would be invaded by the disclosure. . . Second, [courts] assess 

the public’s interest in disclosure . . . Finally, [courts] balance the public 

interest in disclosure against the government’s interest in nondisclosure and 

the individual’s privacy interest in nondisclosure.” Id. at 383.   

A. There Is No Demonstrated Privacy Interest 

As to the first factor, police officers have no privacy interest when 

their actions implicate their official duties.  Indeed, in examining the 

invasion of privacy exemption under RSA 91-A:5, IV, this Court has been 

careful to distinguish between information concerning private individuals 

interacting with the government and information concerning the 

performance of government employees.  Compare, e.g., Lamy v. N.H. 

Public Utilities Comm’n, 152 N.H. 106, 111 (2005) (“The central purpose 

of the Right–to–Know Law is to ensure that the Government’s activities be 

                                              
9 While the State argues that “No New Hampshire legal authority has ever 
determined that materials from a police personnel file are subject to either 
unreadacted or redacted disclosure under RSA 91-A,” State’s Brief¸ p. 37, it 
admits that “records documenting the history or performance of a particular 
employee fall within the exemption for personnel files, which are guided by 
the three step public-interest balancing test. Id., pp. 33-34 (quotation and 
citation omitted).  
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opened to the sharp eye of public scrutiny, not that information about 

private citizens that happens to be in the warehouse of the Government be 

so disclosed.”); Brent v. Paquette, 132 N.H. 415, 427 (1989) (government 

not required to produce records kept by school superintendent containing 

private students’ names and addresses); N.H. Right to Life v. Director, N.H. 

Charitable Trusts Unit, 169 N.H. 95, 114, 120-121 (2016) (protecting 

identities of private patients and employees at a women’s health clinic); 

with Union Leader Corp. v. N.H. Retirement Sys., 162 N.H. 673, 684 

(2011) (holding that the government must disclose the names of retired 

public employees receiving retirement funds and the amounts 

notwithstanding RSA 91-A:5, IV); Prof’l Firefighters of N.H. v. Local 

Gov’t Ctr., 159 N.H. 699, 709-10 (2010) (holding that the government must 

disclose specific salary information of Local Government Center 

employees notwithstanding RSA 91-A:5, IV); Mans v. Lebanon School 

Board, 112 N.H. 160, 164 (1972) (government must disclose the names and 

salaries of each public schoolteacher employed by the district).  

Here, the trial court specifically invited the State to present evidence 

of a privacy interest in each case: “All of this is to say that the State is 

welcome to make a fact-specific case that public disclosure of the 

information would result in an invasion of privacy…” Combined Order, p. 

8. The State did not accept this invitation and presented no evidence of a 

particularized privacy interest.10 

B. The Public Interest In Disclosure Is Strong And Compelling 

Turning to the second factor—the public interest in disclosure—the 

trial court held that “there is a strong and compelling public interest in 

                                              
10 The State argues that “Personnel Records are Not Per Se Available to the 
Public.” State’s Brief, Section II.C. This is true but obscures the fact that 
the State declined to participate in developing a record to aid the trial court 
in conducting the public-interest balancing.  
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disclosure of information relating to dishonest and assaultive behavior 

committed by police officers in the course of their official duties.” 

Combined Order, p. 8; see, e.g., Union Leader Corp., 162 N.H. at 684 

(noting that a public interest existed in disclosure where the “Union Leader 

seeks to use the information to uncover potential governmental error or 

corruption”); Prof’l Firefighters of N.H., 159 N.H. at 709 (“Public scrutiny 

can expose corruption, incompetence, inefficiency, prejudice and 

favoritism.”).  As this Court has explained specifically in the context of 

police activity, “[t]he public has a strong interest in disclosure of 

information pertaining to its government activities.” NHCLU v. City of 

Manchester, 149 N.H. 437, 442 (2003).  

 Numerous cases outside of New Hampshire have similarly 

highlighted the public interest in disclosure when the official acts of the 

police are implicated.  See, e.g., Boston Globe Media Partners, LLC v. 

Dep’t of Criminal Justice Info. Servs., 140 N.E.3d 923, 394 (Mass. 2020) 

(“the public has a vital interest in ensuring transparency where the behavior 

of these public officials allegedly fails to comport with the heightened 

standards attendant to their office”); Rutland Herald v. City of Rutland, 84 

A.3d 821, 825 (Vt. 2013) (“As the trial court found, there is a significant 

public interest in knowing how the police department supervises its 

employees and responds to allegations of misconduct.”); Tompkins v. 

Freedom of Info. Comm’n, 46 A.3d 291, 299 (Conn. App. Ct. 2012) (in 

public records dispute concerning documents held by a police department 

implicating an employee’s job termination, noting that a public concern 

existed where the “conduct did implicate his job as a public official”); City 

of Baton Rouge/Parish of East Baton Rouge v. Capital City Press, LLC, 4 

So.3d 807, 809-10, 821 (La. Cir. Ct. App. 2008) (“[t]he public has an 

interest in learning about the operations of a public agency, the work-

related conduct of public employees, in gaining information to evaluate the 
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expenditure of public funds, and in having information openly available to 

them so that they can be confident in the operation of their government”); 

Burton v. York County Sheriff’s Dept., 594 S.E.2d 888, 895 (S.C. Ct. App. 

2004) (“[i]n the present case, we find the manner in which the employees of 

the Sheriff’s Department prosecute their duties to be a large and vital public 

interest that outweighs their desire to remain out of the public eye”).   

C. The Balancing Of Interests Weighs Heavily In Favor Of 

Disclosure 

The third factor is the balancing of the privacy interests against the 

public interest in disclosure. When balancing the public and private 

interests, “the legislature has provided the weight to be given one side of 

the balance by declaring the purpose of the Right-to-Know Law in the 

statute itself.” Reid, 169 N.H. at 532 (citation and quotation omitted). Put 

another way, even if the evidence were to stand in equipoise—and it does 

not here—a thumb is placed on the scale in favor of disclosure. See Union 

Leader Corp. v. City of Nashua, 141 N.H. 473, 476 (1996) (“The legislature 

has provided the weight to be given one side of the balance.”); Union 

Leader Corp. v. New Hampshire Hous. Fin. Auth., 142 N.H. 540, 546 

(1997) (noting that courts resolve questions under the Right-to-Know Law 

“with a view to providing the utmost information in order to best effectuate 

the statutory and constitutional objective of facilitating access to all public 

documents”); Murray, 154 N.H. at 581 (emphasis added) (noting the 

“heavy burden to shift the balance towards nondisclosure”).11  

                                              
11 The State’s reference to the “Murray exemption” and FOIA Exemption 7 
is inapt, as this exemption only applies to “records or information compiled 
for law enforcement purposes.”  See State’s Brief, p. 36.  This exemption 
does not include “personnel” records impacting administrative or 
discretionary decisions.  See Providence Journal Co. v. Pine, C.A., No. 96-
6274, 1998 R.I. Super. LEXIS 86, at *32 (Super. Ct. June 24, 1998) (“In 
the instant matter, the Attorney General has not shown that gun permit 
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Given the significant public interest in disclosure, the lack of any 

specific privacy interest, and the weight placed in favor of disclosure, the 

trial court did not unsustainably exercise its discretion in determining that 

the documents would likely be public documents under the Right-to-Know 

Law and, therefore, that a protective order was improper in these criminal 

cases. This accords with three superior court decisions which have 

concluded that information concerning police conduct should be released.  

See Union Leader Corp. v. Town of Salem, No. 218-2018-cv-01406, at *27-

28 (Rockingham Cty. Super. Ct. Jan. 21, 2021) (Schulman, J.) (on remand, 

ordering disclosure of most of the redacted information in an audit report 

concerning how a police department conducted internal affairs 

investigations), Resp. Add. 42; Provenza v. Town of Canaan, No. 215-

2020-cv-155 (Grafton Cty. Super. Ct. Dec. 2, 2020) (Bornstein, J.) (holding 

that an internal investigation report concerning an allegation that an officer 

engaged in excessive force is a public document because the public interest 

in disclosure trumps any privacy interest the officer may have under RSA 

91-A:5, IV; currently on appeal at Supreme Court at No. 2020-563), Resp. 

Add. 72; Salcetti v. City of Keene, No. 213-2017-cv-00210, at *5 (Cheshire 

Cty. Super. Ct. Jan. 22, 2021) (Ruoff, J.) (on remand, holding: “As such 

powerful public servants, the public has an elevated interest in knowing 

whether officers are abusing their authority, whether the department is 

                                              

records are compiled specifically for law enforcement purposes.  Instead, 
the evidence shows that the records are compiled in order to facilitate an 
administrative and discretionary decision concerning the granting of a gun 
permit to an applicant.  Consequently, gun permit records are not law 
enforcement records for purposes of the exemption contained in R.I.G.L. § 
38-2-2(4)(i)(D).”); Greenpeace USA, Inc. v. EPA, 735 F. Supp. 13, 14-15 
(D.D.C. 1990) (an investigation into whether an employee violated agency 
regulations was not compiled for law enforcement purposes).   
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accounting for complaints seriously, and how many complaints are made.  

This factor strongly favors unredacted disclosure.”), Resp. Add. 93. 

IV. The Proposed Protective Orders Violate The First 
Amendment And Part I, Article 22 

In the Combined Order, the trial court recognized that the proposed 

protective orders the State sought in each case had profound implications 

on Respondents’ free speech rights. See Combined Order, p. 2 

(“Essentially, the State wishes to have the defense gagged”); p. 4 (“Indeed, 

such an order would be a prior restraint on speech relating to a matter of 

public record. It would forbid the defendant, defense counsel and the 

defense team from speech that literally any other member of the public 

could make as of right”); p.6 (“But a knee-jerk protective order based on 

the provenance rather than the substance of the discovery is unwarranted 

and could amount to a prior restraint on lawful speech”); p. 8 (“the court 

will not issue gag orders in blank”). The trial court was correct.  

As an initial matter, it is true that Respondents assented to the 

proposed protective orders, although Mr. Johnson subsequently clarified his 

position on the protective orders and withdrew his assent.  In any event, as 

is obvious, defendants—many of whom are detained pre-trial—will often 

feel compelled to relinquish their free speech rights in order to timely 

receive the information to which they are entitled so they can have their day 

in court. It is inappropriate to condition one constitutional right (receiving 

exculpatory evidence) on surrendering another (free speech rights to discuss 

one’s case).  See Simmons v. United States, 390 U.S. 377, 394 (1968) 

(finding it “intolerable that one constitutional right should have to be 

surrendered in order to assert another”). This disparity in bargaining power 

also demonstrates the importance of a trial court carefully scrutinizing 

requests for gag orders. The State’s protective order policy also, as the trial 

court aptly noted, has the effect of insulating officers from scrutiny and 
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prohibiting defense attorneys from engaging in collaborative discussions 

with their colleagues on the nature of their cases. Indeed, the State’s 

position prevents defense attorneys from doing their due diligence and 

coordinating to assess whether constitutionally required disclosures have 

been made in prior cases concerning the same officers. 

Both the United States Constitution and the New Hampshire 

Constitution protect the freedom of expression. See U.S. Const. Amend. I 

(“Congress shall make no law . . . abridging the freedom of speech”); N.H. 

Const. Pt. I, Art. 22 (“Free speech and Liberty of the press are essential to 

the security of Freedom in a State: They ought, therefore, to be inviolably 

preserved.”). These constitutional protections are important both because 

they allow Americans to exercise their right to participate in the public 

square and because they allow the public to know how the criminal legal 

system works: “[T]he knowledge that every criminal trial is subject to 

contemporaneous review in the forum of public opinion is an effective 

restraint on possible abuse of judicial power. Without publicity, all other 

checks are insufficient: in comparison of publicity, all other checks are of 

small account.” Gentile v. State Bar of Nevada, 501 U.S. 1030, 1035 (1991) 

(opinion of Kennedy, J.) (ellipsis, quotation and citation omitted). “[T]he 

criminal justice system exists in a larger context of a government ultimately 

of the people, who wish to be informed about the happenings in the 

criminal justice system, and, if sufficiently informed about those 

happenings, might wish to make changes in the system.” Id. at 1070 

(majority opinion). The proposed protective orders violate the 

constitutional guarantees for two reasons: they are unsupportable prior 

restraints on speech, and they constitute impermissible viewpoint-based or 

speaker-based restrictions on speech.  

First, the proposed protective orders impermissibly act as a prior 

restraint on speech. A prior restraint is a judicial order or administrative 
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system that restricts speech, rather than merely punishing it after the fact.  

See Mortgage Specialists v. Implode-Explode Heavy Indus., 160 N.H. 227, 

240 (2010) (invalidating a court injunction prohibiting republication of a 

loan chart, as the petitioner’s interests in protecting its privacy and 

reputation did not justify this extraordinary remedy of imposing a prior 

restraint). As this Court has held, “[w]hen a prior restraint takes the form of 

a court-issued injunction, the risk of infringing speech protected under the 

First Amendment increases.”  Id. at 241.  The danger of a prior restraint is 

that it has an immediate and irreversible sanction that “freezes” speech at 

least for the time.  Typically, “prior restraints may be issued only in rare 

and extraordinary circumstances, such as when necessary to prevent the 

publication of troop movements during time of war, to prevent the 

publication of obscene material, and to prevent the overthrow of the 

government.” Id. 

In Anderson v. Cryovac¸ 805 F.2d 1, 7 (1st Cir. 1986), the First 

Circuit considered the First Amendment implications of a protective order 

limiting dissemination of information received in discovery. Discussing a 

then-recent Supreme Court case, Seattle Times Co. v. Rhinehart¸ 267 U.S. 

20 (1984), the Anderson Court observed that Seattle Times held “protective 

orders further the important governmental interest of preventing abuse of 

the pretrial discovery process” and therefore “judicial limitations on a 

party’s ability to disseminate information in advance of trial implicates the 

First Amendment rights of the restricted party to a far lesser extent than 

would restraints on dissemination of information in a different context.” 

805 F.2d at 7 (cleaned up). However, the Anderson court continued: “The 

Supreme Court did not hold that the first amendment was not implicated at 

all when a protective order is issued . . . [it] did not hold that a discovery 

protective order could never offend the first amendment.” Id. (emphasis 

added). Accordingly, a protective order may issue to limit materials 
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received in discovery subject only upon a showing of “good cause.” Id.; see 

also United States v. Padilla-Galarza, 990 F.3d 60, 77 (1st Cir. 2021) 

(quoting Anderson for the proposition that a “finding of good cause must be 

based on a particular factual demonstration of potential harm, not on 

conclusory statements.”).  

In this case, the proposed protective orders would be judicially 

issued restrictions on speech not supported by “good cause.” While “good 

cause” is a lower threshold to meet than is typically required to justify prior 

restraints on speech, the State has not met it here. As explained above, the 

statutory scheme does nothing to make the exculpatory information—such 

as the information at issue in these cases—confidential. Moreover, the trial 

court invited the State to submit particularized evidence of any privacy 

interest that might justify the issuance of a protective order, but the State 

declined to introduce any such evidence. As it has failed to produce any 

factual demonstration of potential harm, and instead relies on conclusory 

statements and an incorrect understanding of RSA 105:13-b, the State has 

not demonstrated “good cause” sufficient to gag Respondents without 

abridging their First Amendment and Part I, Article 22 rights. 

Second, the proposed protective orders are unconstitutionally one-

sided. The proposed protective orders include a provision that “Defense 

Counsel is prohibited from sharing or further disseminating these 

confidential documents and the confidential information contained therein 

with anyone other than Defense Counsel’s staff and the Defendant.” State 

Add. 53; 63; 66; 77. There is no reciprocal provision barring the State or its 

counsel from discussing anything with anyone. Id. The language of these 

proposed orders appears to come from a sample proposed protective order 

appended to Attorney General Foster’s 2017 Law Enforcement 

Memorandum. State App. 227. Attorney General Foster’s memorandum 

does not explain why the protective order should gag only the defense and 
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not the prosecution, and it does not address the constitutional infirmities 

resulting from such an order.12 

This proposed order is a viewpoint-based restriction on speech 

because it applies only to the defense and would allow the State to say 

whatever it wants about the exculpatory evidence in the officers’ files, 

without permitting the same advantages to the defense. The State and the 

defense go into a criminal trial with different motivations—the State is 

trying to convince a jury beyond a reasonable doubt that the defendant 

committed each of the elements of a charged offense. The defense is trying 

to highlight for the jury the problems with the State’s case. An order that 

prohibits the defense, but not the State, from discussing a particular matter 

has the effect of discriminating against a pro-acquittal viewpoint.13 

“The government may not discriminate against speech based on the 

ideas or opinions it conveys.” Iancu v. Brunetti, 139 S.Ct. 2294, 2299 

(2019).  “Viewpoint discrimination is … an egregious form of content 

discrimination. The government must abstain from regulating speech when 

the specific motivating ideology or the opinion or perspective of the 

                                              
12 The memorandum does instruct prosecutors who have reviewed the 
contents of an officers’ personnel file to “maintain the confidentiality” of 
the material. State App. 211. But the memorandum does not carry the same 
penalties for violating confidentiality as does the one-sided gag order the 
memorandum encourages. 
13 Moreover, the one-sided nature of the gag order would unevenly prevent 
the defense from investigating its case. The State is free to speak with the 
officer with the exculpatory evidence in his file (or witnesses to the 
misconduct) to understand better the actions that led to the exculpatory 
information. If the defense wants to ask the officer about the information so 
as to be able to highlight to the jury the officer’s credibility issues, it must 
seek leave of court to be relieved from the protective order.  This  
restriction, therefore, also implicates the right to effective assistance of 
counsel guaranteed every defendant under Part I, Article 15 of the New 
Hampshire Constitution and the Sixth Amendment to the United States 
Constitution.   
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speaker is the rationale for the restriction.” Rosenberger v. Rectors and 

Visitors of the University of Virginia, 515 U.S. 819, 829 (1995); see also 

State v. Biondolillo, 164 N.H. 370, 373 (2012) (“The right of free speech 

under the State constitution may be subject to reasonable time, place and 

manner regulations that are content-neutral”) (citation and quotation 

omitted, emphasis added). Viewpoint discrimination is subject to either 

strict scrutiny or per se invalidation. See Bloom, Jr., Lackland, “The Rise of 

the Viewpoint-Discrimination Principle,” 72 SMU L. Rev. F. 20, 21 (2019) 

(“As a matter of free speech law, content discrimination is very 

troublesome, generally giving rise to strict scrutiny. Viewpoint 

discrimination is significantly worse, often leading to per se invalidation.”). 

Either way, there is no state interest that can justify a one-sided gag order. 

Neither confidentiality of police records, nor affirming a defendant’s right 

to a fair trial, for example, could provide that justification because the order 

is not narrowly tailored to advance either aim. A breach of alleged 

confidentiality of police records (although there is no statutory 

confidentiality of exculpatory evidence, as discussed in Section II of this 

brief) is no less prejudicial to an officer because it came from the State. 

Similarly, avoiding taint to a jury pool from pre-trial publicity cannot be 

appropriately accomplished by gagging only one of the trial’s participants. 

Another framework that the Court may consider in evaluating the 

State’s proposed, one-sided protective order is speaker discrimination. 

“Quite apart from the purpose or effect of regulating content, moreover, the 

Government may commit a constitutional wrong when by law it identifies 

certain preferred speakers.” Citizens United v. FEC, 558 U.S. 310, 340 

(2010); see also Kagan, Michael, “Speaker Discrimination: The Next 

Frontier of Free Speech,” 42 Fla. St. U. L. Rev. 765 (2015).  “By taking the 

right to speak from some and giving it to others, the Government deprives 

the disadvantaged person or class of the right to use speech to strive to 
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establish worth, standing, and respect for the speaker’s voice.” Id. at 340-

41. “The First Amendment protects speech and speaker, and the ideas that 

flow from each.” Id. at 341; see also First Nat’l Bank v. Bellotti, 435 U.S. 

765, 784-85 (1978) (“In the realm of protected speech, the legislature is 

constitutionally disqualified from dictating the subjects about which 

persons may speak and the speakers who may address a public issue.”).  

In Citizens United, the Supreme Court considered a federal statute 

prohibiting corporations and unions from using their general treasury to 

make independent expenditures for electioneering communications. 558 

U.S. at 318. In evaluating the statute, the Court observed, “We find no basis 

for the proposition that, in the context of political speech, the Government 

may impose restrictions on certain disfavored speakers.” Id. at 342. The 

Court also noted that it “has thus rejected the argument that political speech 

of corporations or other associations should be treated differently under the 

First Amendment simply because such associations are not ‘natural 

persons.’” Id at 343.  The Court observed “the First Amendment generally 

prohibits the suppression of political speech based on the speaker’s 

identity,” id. at 350, and ruled the regulations unconstitutional. Id. at 365. 

Under any standard of review,14 there is no basis for a protective 

order that gags one side of the case but not the other. In neither this case 

nor Attorney General Foster’s memorandum does the State explain any 

interest in permitting prosecutors but not defendants or their attorneys to 

                                              
14 Citizens United suggested strict scrutiny might be the appropriate 
framework. 558 U.S. at 340 (“Laws that burden political speech are subject 
to strict scrutiny… While it might be maintained that political speech 
cannot be banned or restricted as a categorical matter. . . . [strict scrutiny] 
provides a sufficient framework for protecting the relevant First 
Amendment interests in this case.”). 
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discuss an entire category of evidence. As an unconstitutional 

discrimination on speaker, the proposed protective orders must be rejected.  

CONCLUSION 

 For the reasons discussed above, the decisions of the trial court 

should be affirmed. 

REQUEST FOR ORAL ARGUMENT 

The Respondents request oral argument before the full Court. 

Attorney Henry R. Klementowicz will present for the Respondents. 
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 
SUPERIOR COURT 

 
CHESHIRE, SS. 

 
Marianne Salcetti, et al.  

 
v. 
 

City of Keene 
 

No. 213-2017-CV-00210 
 

ORDER ON RELEASE OF IN CAMERA MATERIALS 

Marianne Salcetti, a journalism professor at Keene State College, brought this 

petition against the City of Keene (“the City”), alleging the City has violated RSA 

Chapter 91-A, New Hampshire’s Right-to-Know law, when it denied several requests 

made by five of her students.  Ultimately, the Court sided with the City on most of its 

claims.  However, on appeal the final order in this case was vacated by the Supreme 

Court and remanded for evaluation, in part, in light of more recent jurisprudence 

interpreting RSA 91-A exemptions applicable to this case.  As explained below with 

respect to the internal investigation materials, the Court has concluded that unredacted 

copies of the statistical summaries be released, and that redacted copies of the 

substantive reports that support the summaries be released.  The redaction made by 

the Court are minor and apply to personal identifiable information (PII).  The Court is 

providing both sets of material, ex parte, to the City for review.  The Court will release 

them to the Plaintiff in 45 days unless the City takes an appeal of this order. 
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Issues before the Court 

 Currently before the Court are three issues: first, the parties disagree about 

certain arrest summaries; second, the parties disagree about the documents held in 

camera for review. And third, the parties disagree about attorney’s fees.  

The parties first disagree about arrest summaries for Alex Flemming and 

Abbygail Vassas. The arrest summaries contain a variety of identifiable information 

regarding arrestees.1 The parties agree that the person’s name can be disclosed, but 

the City wants to redact the address, cell phone number, SSN, DOB, etc. Ms. Salcetti 

argues that such information is in the public domain and should be unredacted. Both 

parties submitted memoranda which will be discussed below. The Court notes, 

however, that the City’s spreadsheet differs from what its counsel identified at the 

hearing. The spreadsheet does not mention SSNs, but at the hearing it was discussed.  

The parties next disagree about the police misconduct reports held in camera. 

The in camera review contains two parts: 1) statistical summaries, and 2) substantive 

documents of the internal investigations of the citizen complaints. The statistical 

summaries contain charts listing the types and number of complaints as well as charts 

listing officer names, the complaint type, and the finding. There is also the issue of the 

extent to which citizen complaints about police misconduct may be redacted by the 

Court if released; but Ms. Salcetti conceded that the City may redact personal 

identifying information of the complainants in those complaints.  

                                                           
1 The spreadsheet provided by the City also indicates that some of the reports list the victim and any 
suspects.  
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Ms. Salcetti also asked for attorney’s fees under RSA 91-A arguing that the City 

has “dragged its feet” on the document requests. The City objected.  

Legal Standard – Citizen Complaints and In Camera Materials 

 RSA 91-A exempts personnel files and confidential information from disclosure. 

In the past, the Supreme Court ruled that all “personnel files” were exempt from 

disclosure.  See Union Leader Corp. v. Fenniman, 136 N.H. 624, 627 (1993). However, 

recently, the Court substantially overruled Fenniman.  It concluded that the broad 

interpretation – creating a categorical per se exemption -of the “internal personnel 

practices” under RSA 91-A should be (much) narrower. See Seacoast Newspapers, Inc. 

v. City of Portsmouth, 173 N.H. ___ (decided May 29, 2020); Union Leader Corporation 

& a. v. Town of Salem, 173 N.H. ___ (decided May 29, 2020).  Union Leader 

Corporation & a. v. Town of Salem, established that trial courts must conduct a three 

part balancing test to determine whether withheld records qualify for the exemption.   Of 

course, this analysis also addresses whether certain information in the records should 

be redacted because redacted information is considered “withheld” even if the 

substantive document is disclosed.2   

Analysis  

The balancing test has three prongs. First, the Court evaluates whether there is a 

privacy interest at stake that would be invaded by the disclosure. Second, the Court 

assess the public’s interest in disclosure. Third, the Court balances the public interest in 

                                                           
2 Under the Seacoast Newspapers, Inc. v. City of Portsmouth interpretation of the exemption, the 
summaries and substantive internal investigative reports are clearly not exempt because they do not 
“relate to the personnel rules or practices” of the City of Keene. Seacoast Newspapers, Inc. v. City of 
Portsmouth, slip op at 12.   
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disclosure against the government’s interest in nondisclosure and the individual’s 

privacy interest in nondisclosure. Importantly, “[i]f no privacy interest is at stake, then 

the Right-to-Know Law mandates disclosure.” Union Leader Corporation & a. v. Town of 

Salem, slip op at 9.  As to the assessment of a privacy interest, the Court uses an 

objective expectation rather than a subjective one. Id. (cleaned up). 

Upon review of the summaries and substantive reports in this case, the Court 

concludes that they are disclosable but the substantive reports must be subjected to 

minor redactions to protect privacy concerns.   

The Summaries 

The summaries invoke one minor privacy interest:  the identity of the officer and 

the administrative “finding” about the claim of misconduct.  The documents are 

essentially tallies of spreadsheets, with some brief narrative explanations.  They are 

authored by the Chief and are issued to “File” – based on the context of these forms 

and the corresponding underlying investigations, the Court finds that the “File” is the 

department’s Citizen Complaint file, not a personnel file. They simply identify the fact 

that a complaint was made against a particular “member,” the member’s last name, the 

name of the investigator, the nature of the complaint, and the finding.  Thus, any privacy 

interest is nominal.  This balances in favor of disclosure without redaction. 

Second, the public has an elevated interest in the disclosure given the nature of 

the work the department performs.  Law Enforcement officers, in contrast to those who 

work at the State Library, are vested with considerable power and authority.  They are 

authorized to use deadly force when necessary. They are routinely critical witnesses in 
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criminal cases.  As such powerful public servants, the public has an elevated interest in 

knowing whether officers are abusing their authority, whether the department is 

accounting for complaints seriously, and how many complaints are made.  This factor 

strongly favors unredacted disclosure. 

Third, balancing the public interest in disclosure against the government’s 

interest in nondisclosure and the individual’s privacy interest in nondisclosure, the Court 

finds public interest in disclosure is compelling.  The City has not articulated any 

compelling interest in non-disclosure.  Lastly, given the de minimus privacy interest 

involved, the public interest in unredacted disclosure carries the day. 

The Substantive Reports3 

The in camera material also contain substantive reports of interviews and 

conclusions conducted in response to the Citizen Complaints.  They all follow the same 

format:  the cover sheet identifies the nature of the complaint, the date and time 

received, the name of the officer(s) subject to the complaint, and the personal 

identifying information of the complainant.  The report is copied, via an email distribution 

list, to the Captain, Supervisor and the Officer(s).  The following pages in the reports 

contain narrative interviews of any witnesses and the officer.  Many of the reports 

contain the underlying arrest reports, correspondence with attorneys involved in the 

underlying criminal case, and some photographs.4  Upon review of the reports, it is not 

always clear who conducts the investigative interviews.  The narrative is followed by a 

                                                           
3 The Court notes that there is currently a legislative proposal to specifically exempt internal investigations from 
disclosure under RSA 91-A.   See SB39. 
4 The substantive reports, are, in the Court’s review, very detailed and well-documented. 
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conclusion from the Chief, and a letter to the complainant letting him/her know the 

outcome of the investigation.  

Applying the balancing test factors discussed above, the Court finds the 

substantive reports are to be disclosed subject to the following redactions: personally 

identifiable “victim” information must be redacted, any reference to personnel action 

taken (if any) against the officer; and any discussion of internal personnel practices or 

procedures, if any, within the City.  The Court will provided a redacted copy of what it 

intends to release to the City, but delay disclosure to the plaintiff for 45 days to allow the 

City to determine whether to take an appeal. 

The Court finds that any privacy interest is minor in the records, and that victim 

information must be redacted by virtue of RSA 21-M:8-k II (m) Rights of Crime Victims 

(right of confidentiality of personal information).  The Court cannot discern any 

privacy interest vested in an officer against whom a citizen has filed a complaint. 

Second, the Court finds that the nature of police work invokes a very 

significant public interest in disclosure.  Because law enforcement officers are 

entrusted with significant authority, granted additional protection for the use of 

force, and are mandated to act with honesty and integrity, the public has a 

heightened interest in knowing of the content of the investigation of such 

complaints.5  This weighs in heavy favor of disclosure.  Additionally, upon review, 

                                                           
5 See RSA 105:19 (mandating that police investigate complaints of police misconduct). 
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much of the information contained in the reports is contained in arrest reports that 

are subject to disclosure, or interviews with civilian witnesses (and complainants) 

none of whom are bound by any confidentiality.  In other words, the “facts” that 

they convey to the interviewer are not subject to any confidentiality.   The Court 

finding on this prong also dictates the result of the third prong of the balancing test. 

Legal Standard – Arrest Records 

 There is scant authority regarding the redaction or disclosure of arrest records 

under RSA 91-A.  RSA 594:14-a notes that arrest records are “governmental records as 

defined in RSA 91-A and subject to disclosure in accordance with that chapter, with the 

exception noted in RSA 106-B:14.” RSA 594:14-a then specifies what an arrest record 

must contain: the identity of the arrestee, the identity of the arresting officer, a statement 

of reasons why/how the arrest was made, the alleged crime, and whether the arrest was 

made pursuant to a warrant.  RSA 106-B:14 notes that “[a]ny person may, for a fee, 

obtain the public criminal history record information on another person.” (emphasis 

added).  Neither party has identified whether “public criminal history records” includes 

records in which a person was arrested but not convicted of an offense.  It is the Court’s 

belief that the public portion of criminal records obtainable under RSA 106-B:14 

contains only records of arrests that are accompanied by convictions.  Compare RSA 

106-B,II (defining “confidential criminal history record”) with RSA-B,XI (defining “public 

criminal history record”).  But even though RSA 594:14-a allows for disclosure of arrest 

records as “governmental records” under RSA 91-A, it doesn’t mention if they fall under 

an exemption.  Moreover, RSA 594:14-a qualifies that disclosure of arrestee information 
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is “subject to the exception in RSA 106-B:14” which appears to limit public disclosure 

(by the State Police) to arrest records that result on a conviction.  Obviously, local law 

enforcement routinely issue press releases and report arrest records publicly.  However, 

the issue is whether RSA 91-A mandates disclosure or whether it is confidential 

information. 

Federal case law provides some helpful examples. A federal district court dealing 

with similar facts noted that “[s]ince an individual's right of privacy is essentially a 

protection relating to his or her private life, this right becomes limited and qualified for 

arrested or indicted individuals, who are essentially public personages.”  Tennessean 

Newspaper, Inc. v. Levi, 403 F. Supp. 1318, 1321 (M.D. Tenn.1975).  However, the 

court warned that “this decision does not provide the plaintiffs with a license to obtain 

from the defendants any type and amount of information about an arrested or indicted 

individual which they desire to publish.” Id. Other federal cases have similarly struck that 

balance.  See Ctr. for Investigative Reporting v. United States Immigration & Customs 

Enf't, 2019 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 207840 at *13 (finding that even though an ICE detainee’s 

name and country of origin can be found online, other more personal information held 

by ICE carried a “significant privacy interest.”); see also United States DOJ v. Reporters 

Comm. for Freedom of Press, 489 U.S. 749, 764 (1989) (“there is a vast difference 

between the public records that might be found after a diligent search of courthouse 

files, county archives, and local police stations throughout the country and a 

computerized summary located in a single clearinghouse of information.”) 

A secondary source, the 2015 Attorney General RSA 91-A Law Enforcement 

Memorandum, addresses the issue of what should be redacted from law enforcement 
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records due to privacy interests (though it does not provide citations). The AG 

recommends always redacting items like SSNs, DOBs, driver’s license numbers, 

criminal records6, and many other less-relevant items. The AG then recommends 

generally redacting addresses and telephone numbers but also suggests doing a 

privacy analysis on those items.7  

In light of the foregoing analysis, the Court finds that the City may redact from the 

disclosure of arrest records in its possession, aside from the arrestee’s name, any PII 

from the arrest records, specifically the arrestees’: street address, date of birth, social 

security number; and any other information protected by federal law.  The Court finds 

that the limitation to conviction-only arrest records under RSA 106-B:14 applies to the 

records maintained by the City.  By its express terms, members of the general public 

may make a request of records, but the request is limited to “public criminal history 

record[s].”  The court construes this limitation as “the exception noted in RSA 106-B:14” 

carved out in RSA 91-A.  

Attorney’s Fees 

 Under RSA 91-A, the statute “requires two findings by the superior court: (1) that 

the plaintiff's lawsuit was necessary to make the information available; and (2) that the 

defendant knew or should have known that its conduct violated the statute.” N.H. 

Challenge v. Commissioner, N.H. Dep't of Educ., 142 N.H. 246 (1997). 

                                                           
6 From the central repository. I think that is different from arrest summaries.  
7 The Court notes that prior to the AG memo, and after RSA 91-A was enacted societal concerns about 
personally identifiable information (PII) have escalated.  It is beyond dispute that “data breaches,” “data 
mining,” and the fraudulent use of PII are of great societal concern. 
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 In this case, the court finds that there is no evidence that the City knew or should 

have known that its conduct violated the statute.  Thus, an award of fees is not 

warranted under the statute.  In light of this finding, it follows that the plaintiff is not 

entitled to a common law award of fees.  Therefore, the request for attorney’s fees is 

denied. 

 

 

SO ORDERED. 

Date:  January 22, 2021          
       Hon. David W. Ruoff 
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